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In this contribution а Fourier Transform spectrometer will Ье presented which comblnes the sensitivity of 
the cavity ring down technique with the multiplex advantage of а FT spectrometer. In contrast to all other 
cavity ring down spectrometers, where coherent light sources are used, here an incoherent light source is 
used as excitation source. The cw light source is а 2 kW cascaded arc, operating on xenon at а pressure 
of 4 bars, producing emission of continuum radiation on which atomic Хе lines are superimposed. The 
absorption around 760 nm of molecular oxygen in air is used to show the working principle of the 
spectrometer. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years many different cavity ring down 
{CRD) detection schemes have been reported. ln а 
review article of Berden et al.[1] an overview has 
been given of the different experimental 
configurations that have been reported in literature. 
Several kinds of ex:perimental schemes can Ье 

distinguished: e.g. one in which pulsed and one in 
which continuous excitation sources are used, or 
broadband versus narrow band excitation sources. 
The common denominator in al\ these experimental 
schemes is the determination of the photon lifetime 
in an optical cavity. 

The CRD concept is based оп the 
measurement of the photon lifetime in an optical 
cavity after excitation with а (usually pulsed) light 
source and is independent of light source intensity 
fluctuations. Use of CRD for sensitive absorption 
measurements with pulsed \asers, was first 
demonstrated Ьу O'Keefe and Deacon in 1988 [2]. 
Since then the CRD technique has been applied in а 
large variety of different research fields [3], ranging 
from the determination of absorption strengths of 
very weak transitions [4], detection of molecules in 
molecular beams [5], the study of kinetic processes 
in plasma [6, 7] to trace gas detection in amЬient air 
[8] and exhaled human breath [9] or radical 
detection in flames [1 О], to just name а few. This has 
led to the introduction of different experimental 
procedures adapted to specific experimental 
conditions. 

In the early days of CRD spectroscopy, а 
narrow band (typically 0.1 cm-1

) pulsed laser was 
used to excite а high Q-factor optical cavity [11]. 
However, already after а few years after the 
introduction of this CRD scheme, а broadband 
version of the technique was shown to Ье successful 
[12]. In that case а broadband (about 300 cm-1

) 

pulsed dye laser was used as а light source and the 
light leaking out of the optical cavity was analysed 
Ьу means of а Fourier transform (FT) spectrometer. 
These results showed the possiЬility to use а pulsed 
broadband laser to perform absorption spectroscopy 
with the sensitivity of the CRD technique and with а 
resolution determined Ьу the FТ spectrometer. 
Variations of this broadband version are reported Ьу 
Scherer [13], Czyzewski [14] and Gherman [15]. 
However, since many applications were on (quasi-) 
stationary systems the search for faster data 
generation has led to the introduction of continuous 
wave lasers in CRD spectrometers. 

In а typical CRD experiment with 10-100 
Hz repetition frequency laser and cavities with 
photon lifetimes in the order of 1-1 О µs, one 
effectively measures only during а small fraction of 
the time. One of the propositions to solve this issue 
was based оп а scheme that had already been used 
Ьу Herbelin et al. [16] in 1980 to measure accurately 
the reflectance of mirrors. They used an intensity 
modulated cw laser to excite the ring down cavity 
and the phase shift introduced Ьу the cavity was 
determined. lt was shown that the tangent of the 
phase shift equals the product of the so-called ring 
down time of the optical cavity (in [16] determined 
Ьу the reflecivity ofthe mirrors) and the modulation 
frequency imposed on the intensity. In [17] this 
technique has been shown to Ье applicaЫe also for 
sensitive absorption measurements Ьу recording the 
absorption spectrum of isotopic oxygen, 180 2 • А 
single-mode continuous wave ring dye laser (line 
width of about l MHz) was used as а light source 
and an electro-optical modulator was used to 
modulate the intensity of the Jaser light. Due to the 
delay introduced Ьу the optical cavity, the 
modulation on the exiting light is shifted in phase 
and а lock-in amplifier was used to determine the 



phase shift. Although only 15 to 20 % of the time 
light is coupled efficiently into the cavity through 
accidental coincidences of the laser mode with one 
of the cavity modes, sensitivities were obtained 
comparaЬ!e to the conventional pulsed CRD 
technique. The advantage of this so-called phase 
shift cavity ring down scheme is the optimum use of 
the light and the fact that no fast pulsing is 
necessary. It opened the way to use any cw light 
source for CRD experiments. 
We here show results of the use of an incoherent cw 
light source as excitation source in а CRD 
spectrometer. In this spectrometer the phase shift 
CRD technique is comЬined with the multiplex 
advantage of а FT spectrometer [18). 

2. Theoretical description 
In phase shift cavity ring down (PSCRD) 
spectroscopy [17) an intensity modulated cw narrow 
band (about l MHz) light beam is coupled into the 
high Q-factor optical ring down cavity. The light 
that leaks out of the cavity will show а phase shift, 
<J>v, which depends on the so-called ring down time, 
tv, of the cavity and the applied angular modulation 
frequency, n, via the relation: rpv = arctan(Q х т v) 

The ring down time of the optical cavity is given Ьу 
[11 ]: 

d 
т =-----

v c(1-R +к)) 

in which d is the distance between the mirrors, с the 
speed of light, R the reflectivity of the mirrors, and 
Ku the absorption coefficient of the medium present 
in the cell over а distance /. 
Let us now consider а cw broadband light source 
that is intensity modulated. lf this intensity 
modulated light, I0(v)(l+ а sin nt), is injected into 
the ring down cavity, every frequency, v, 
experiences а different phase shift, <J>v• It has been 
shown before [16) that the time dependence of the 
light exiting the cavity can Ье written as: 

I(v,t) = Io(v,)[1 + / а sin(Qt + rpv) ] 
-vl + tan

2 rpv 

а 
=Io(v,)[1 +--;::====(sin Qt cos rpv 

11 + tan 2 rn 'V Y-v 

+ cos Qt sin rpv)] 

The phase shift, <J>v, can Ье determined Ьу e.g. 
dispersing the light exiting the cavity and measuring 
the phase shift at every frequency interval 
sequentially with а suitaЬ!e detector. However, as 

has been shown in [12], also in this case а Fourier 
transform spectrometer сап Ье used. 
In а standard FT spectrometer the light of а 

broadband light source, which is passed through а 
sample, is recorded as function of the optical path 
length difference, Л, introduced Ьу the two arms of 
an interferometer. ln case also the time dependence 
of the light has to Ье recorded, time resolved F ourier 
transform spectroscopy can Ье applied [19, 20). ln 
this case the temporal dependence of the spectral 
integrated light, l(Л , t), is recorded as function of Л. 
In the Fourier transform phase shift CRD (FT
PSCRD) spectrometer the intensity modulated light 
exiting the ring down cavity is recorded as а 

function of Л. It сап Ье shown that J(Л , t) сап Ье 
written as follows: 
J(Л,t) = 1 dc (Л) + 1

0
• (Л)sin Пt + 1

90
• (Л)cosQt 

in which Idc(Л) is the component of the measured 
signal that shows по intensity modulation and 
1

0
• (Л) and 1

90
• (Л) are respectively the in-phase and 

out-of-phase components with respect to the 
modulation of the intensity coupled into the cavity. 
The spectral information, J(v,t), is obtained Ьу 
Fourier transformation of J(Л,t). 
The Fourier transfonn of 1 dсСЛ), is the spectral 

distribution, J(v), ofthe light source. It can Ье shown 
that the Fourier transforms of / 00 (Л) and 

/ 900 (Л) are: 

l 0 (v)a 
Г(J0.(Л))= / cosфv, 

-vl + tan
2 Фv 

l 0 (v)a . 
Г(J90о (Л)) = / SШ Фv 

-vl+ tan
2 Фv 

These two Fourier transforms сап Ье seen as the in
phase and out-of-phase spectra of the light exiting 
the ring down cavity. Taking the ratio of the two 
previous equations results in tan Фv , which is 

proportional to the ring down time of the cavity at 
frequency v. The cavity loss spectrum is obtained Ьу 
plotting 

1 Q Г(f 0. (Л)) -- = - х _ ___..;.,. __ 
ст v С Г(l 90• (Л)) 

This cavity loss spectrum сап Ье regarded as an 
effective absorption spectrum for the mirrors and the 

1-R+к) 
sample, showing ---- as function of 

d 
frequency v. 



3. Experimental setup and measurement 
procedure 
In Figure 1 а schematic view is given of the Fourier 
Transform Phase Shift Cavity Ring Down (FT
PSCRD) spectrometer. А cascaded arc is used as а 
cw white Jight source. The arc consists of four 
separately insulated water cooled copper plates with 
а pinched channel (smal\est diameter of 1.5 mm, 
largest diameter 2.0 mm) and one cathode. The \ast 
plate acts as anode for the discharge. The total 
length of the channel is 50 mm. А DC current of 22 
А, which is stabllized to а level better than а few 
times 1 о-4, is drawn between the cathode and the 
anode. The arc is operated at about 4 bar xenon with 
а flow which is determined Ьу а 1 О m long capillary 
tube with а diameter of 1 О µm. In this way the light 
output is stabllized to а level better than 10-3 over 
several hours of operation. The emission of the 
source consists of continuum radiation on which 
atomic Хе lines are superimposed [21]. 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the Fourier Transform 
Phase Shift Cavity Ring Down spectrometer 

Ву means of а comblnation of two parabolic mirrors 
а parallel light beam is created from the light exiting 
the source. The paral\el beam is passed through а 
photo-elastic modulator (РЕМ). In comblnation with 
а polarizer in front and behind the РЕМ, the 
intensity of the light beam is modulated with а 

frequency of 100 kНz. The intensity modulated light 
is directed into а Michelson interferometer which is 
part of а FT spectrometer (Bruker IFS 66), with а sc~ 
cal\ed step-scan option. This option al\ows for 
moving the mirror of the Michelson interferometer 
to а predefined position, recording / 00 (Л) and 

1
90

, (Л) and moving the mirror to the next position. 

The beam exiting the Michelson interferometer is 
coupled into the optical cavity via а telescope, which 
narrows the beam diameter down to about 2 mm. 

The optical cavity, which is 31 cm long, consists of 
two highly reflecting concave mirrors with а radius 
of curvature of -0.25 m. In this way а cavity with а 
very dense mode structure originates [11]. The light 
that leaks out of the cavity is detected Ьу means of а 
photo multiplier tube (RCA СЗ l 034А-02). А band 
pass filter that is selected to match the reflectivity 
curve of the highly reflecting mirrors of the optical 
ring down cavity is placed in front of the РМТ. In 
this way the РМТ only detects the light that has 
experienced many round trips inside the cavity. The 
signal of the РМТ is analysed Ьу а lock-in amplifier 
(EG&G Р AR, model 5202). The reference signal for 
the lock-in amplifier is taken from the РЕМ. Since it 
is necessary to determine the phase shift of the 
empty cavity, the zero phase has to Ье known, i.e. 
without the ring down cavity inserted in the optical 
beam path. This is achieved Ьу taking out one of the 
mirrors of the cavity and setting the measured phase 
to zero. When the second mirror is put in place and 
aligned, а phase shift results, which is measured Ьу 
the lock-in amplifier. The experiment is controlled 
Ьу а РС. The РС triggers the FT spectrometer to put 
the movaЫe mirror of the interferometer at 
predefined positions. During the experiment the 
lock-in determines the in-phase, 1

0
• (Л), and out-of-

phase components, / 900 (Л), of the intensity 

modulated Jight that leaks out of the cavity at 
different mirror positions. The two signals are 
digitised and transferred to the РС via GPIВ. The 
step-scan option of the spectrometer allows for long 
integration times of the lock-in amplifier at fixed 
mirror positions, thus increasing the signal-to-noise 
ratio. То demonstrate the feasiЬility of the FT
PSCRD spectrometer, we present а measurement of 
the atrnospheric A-band of molecular oxygen in 
amblent air. Mirrors with а specified reflectivity 
better than 0.999 over а wavelength range from 700 
till 900 nm were used for the ring down cavity. А 
narrow band transmission filter with full width half 
maximum of 4 nm centred around 764 nm was 
placed in front ofthe РМТ. The intensity ofthe light 
from the Хе arc was modulated with an angular 
frequency of 0.63 Mrad/s. The zero phase shift is 
determined as explained in the previous section. The 
integration time of the lock-in was set to 0.5 s. At 
2000 different mirror positions the average of 5 
recordings of the in-phase and out-of-phase 
components of the intensity modulated light exiting 
the cavity were stored in the РС. The spectra that are 
obtained when taking the Fourier transform of the 
in-phase and out-of-phase interferograms, show the 
rotational structure of A-band on top of Хе emission 
ofthe arc (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: The in-phase (а) and out-of-phase (Ь) spectra 
obtained Ьу Fourier transformation of 100 (Л) and 

/ 900 ( Л) . In both spectra the oxygen transitions are 

already visiЬ\e . 

However, the ratio of the two spectra is needed to 
obtain the absolute phase shift and. The inverse of 
this ratio multiplied Ьу 0./с is plotted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The cavity loss spectrum of l atmosphere of air 
recorded with the FT-PSCRD spectrometer shown in 
Figure 1. 

This results in the cavity loss spectrum. This 
spectrum clearly shows on an absolute scale the 
absorption due to the rotational structure of the А-

band of mo\ecular oxygen superimposed on а 

baseline. From the baseline value а reflectivity of the 
mirrors of 0.999 is determined, in good agreement 
with the specifications. The cross section for the 
transition at 13076.3 cm·1 is 1.2 х 10·23 cm2 [22, 23) . 
From the measured spectrum а cross section of 2.6 х 
10·24 cm2 is deduced. This discrepancy сап fully Ье 
accounted for Ьу the difference in the intrinsic line 
width of the oxygen transition and the resolution at 
which the spectrum is recorded. The resolution at 
which the spectrum is recorded is about 0.5 cm·1

, 

determined Ьу the resolution of the FT spectrometer. 
The intrinsic line width of the oxygen transitions in 
1 atmosphere of air is about five times smaller, 
leading to the apparent underestimation of the 
absorption cross section of about а factor of five. 
The structures between the molecular oxygen 
transitions are attributed to spectra of gases that 
possess transitions in the 700 to 900 nm region, like 
e.g. Н20. Н20 has many transitions in the 700 to 740 
nm range, and these transitions are observed in the 
measured spectral range due to aliasing. Another 
candidate could Ье the atrnospheric B-band of 0 2 

around 689 nm. 
Improved signal-to-noise ratios сап Ье obtained 
when а transmission filter with а broader band pass 
is used, since then а higher light intensity would Ье 
detected. In that case measurements at more mirror 
positions have to Ье acquired, in order to obtain the 
same resolution. However, it would allow for use of 
photo diode detectors with а much better linear 
response over а larger intensity range. Also the 
acquisition time per mirror position could Ье 

reduced, so that the total measurement time stays the 
same while measuring а larger wavelength range 
with the same resolution. А further improvement in 
S/N is obtained, when the modulation frequency сап 
Ье chosen such that О х 't ~ 1 (17]. This leads to in
and out-of-phase components that are equal in size. 
Due to the fact that phase shifts have to Ье recorded 
at many mirror positions if а high resolution is 
needed, the FT-PSCRD technique is most suitaЫe 
for spectrally broad survey scans at low to 
intermediate resolution. The challenge is now to 
design an optical cavity with а high Q-factor over а 
broad wavelength range. А possiЫe candidate could 
Ье the solid state mini-cavity as reported Ьу Pipino 
[24). 

4. Conclusions 
We have reported the measurement of molecular 
oxygen in air using а multiplex version of the phase 
shift cavity ring down (PSCRD) technique and а 

continuous broadband incoherent light source 



instead of а cw laser. The intensity modulated 
broadband cw light is coupled into an optical cavity 
and undergoes а wavelength dependent phase shift 
upon passing through this cavity. The light that leaks 
out of the cavity is analysed Ьу а standard FT 
spectrometer, obtaining the wavelength integrated 
phase shift. The cavity loss at every wavelength is 
determined Ьу the ratio of tbe Fourier transfonn of 
the in- and out-of-phase components of the phase 
shift. In this way the multiplex advantage of а FT 
spectrometer is combined with the sensitivity of а 
cw PSCRD spectrometer. 
W ork is in progress to show that this spectrometer is 
very well suited to measure broadband absorptions 
with high sensitivity, both in gas phase and solid 
state. 
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